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Read the sentence to find out whether there is an error in 

it. The error, if any, will be in one part of the sentence. 

The letter corresponding to that part will be your answer. 

If the given sentence is correct as it is, mark the answer as 

'No Error'.



These little details, among many others, (A)/ find a 

mention in his upcoming Malayalam (B)/ autobiography 

which he calls an attempt (C)/ to inspire the talented yet 

not so confident.(D)/ No error (E)

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. E



Nearly eight years after three former Ahmedabad

Detection of Crime Branch (DCB) (A)/ police personnel 

were convicted by (B)/ a magistrate court, an Ahmedabad

rural sessions court (C)/ last week quash the conviction 

order.(D)/ No error. (E)

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. E



MacBook Pros are now available in an stunning Space 

Black colour (A)/option which has been said to be 

achieved using breakthrough (B)/chemistry that forms an 

anodisation seal, (C)/which is also reported to reduce 

smudges and fingerprints.(D)/ No error. (E) 

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. E



While investigating the case, a team of assistant police 

(A)/ inspector Sachin Nikam checked videos 

(B)/footage of about 150 CCTV cameras at difference 

(C)/locations to get clues about the thieves.(D)/ No 

error. (E)

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. E



The company unveiled a new version of (A)/the all-in-one 

desktop computer at their (B)/ “Scary Fast” event, 

featuring the powerful M3 (C)/chip that is twice as fast as 

the M1 chip.(D)/ No error. (E)

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. E



In each question below four words which are numbered 

(1), (2), (3), (4) have been printed in bold, of which one 

word may be wrongly spelled or inappropriate in the 

context of the sentence. The number of that word is the 

answer. If you find no error, select (5) No Error, as you 

answer.



In the PNB case , the employees issued(1) LoUs to 

generally(2) large and long credit lines in breach(3) of 

bank policy , and such exposures(4) were kept out of the 

bank's books . No Error (5).

1. 2

2. 1

3. 4

4. 3

5. 5



The matter is certainly (1) going to reach the apex court, 

which is already siezed(2) of it with several petitions(3) 

relating to the rising burden of tobacco use and the need 

for its strict regulation(4). No Error (5).

1. 2

2. 1

3. 3

4. 5

5. 4



These illustrations(1) are not only of (2) how some 

teachers are bringing equity (3) and quality into their 

classrooms but also about the larger issue of systemic(4) 

change . No Error (5).

1. 3

2. 1

3. 2

4. 4

5. 5



In each question, four alternatives are given for the Idiom/ 

Phrase given in bold in the sentence. Choose the alternative 

which best expresses the meaning of the Idiom/ Phrase.



Both parties agreed that their past disputes were water 

under the bridge  and decided to work together towards a 

common goal.  

1. unable to cause effective action

2. waste effort on a lost cause

3. not to be taken seriously

4. cause one's own ruin or downfall

5. past events that are not important anymore



When Jack and Taylor arrived at the award function 

together, everyone got the wrong end of the stick . 

1. being surprised

2. false interpretation

3. being annoying for someone

4. falling into the state of antagonism

5. getting deviated from the focusing point



In the following passage there are blanks, each of which has been 

numbered. These numbers are printed below the passage and 

against each five words are suggested, one of which fits the blank 

appropriately. Find out the appropriate words.



This time, the slowdown is widespread, and felt _____ (1) the 

globe. It had _______ (2) the developing ones such as China, and 

India, too, ________ (3) the advanced economies. No ______ (4) 

is it possible for the developing nations to offset the tardy growth 

in the advanced countries. According to knowledgeable 

commentators, the Tokyo meetings ________ (5) a subtle but 

extremely important change in the intellectual stance of the world 

bodies.

Choose the appropriate option to be filled in blank number 1.



This time, the slowdown is widespread, and felt _____ 

(1) the globe. 

Choose the appropriate option to be filled in blank 

number 1.

1. amongst

2. cross

3. across

4. behind

5. None of these



It had _______ (2) the developing ones such as China, 

and India, too, ________ (3) the advanced economies. 

Choose the appropriate option to be filled in blank 

number 2.

1. encompassed

2. encircled

3. covered

4. recovered

5. None of these



It had _______ (2) the developing ones such as 

China, and India, too, ________ (3) the advanced 

economies. 

Choose the appropriate option to be filled in blank 

number 3.

1. beside

2. behind

3. across

4. besides

5. None of these



No ______ (4) is it possible for the developing nations 

to offset the tardy growth in the advanced countries. 

Choose the appropriate option to be filled in blank 

number 4.

1. longer

2. shorter

3. longest

4. shortest

5. None of these



According to knowledgeable commentators, the Tokyo 

meetings ________ (5) a subtle but extremely 

important change in the intellectual stance of the world 

bodies.

Choose the appropriate option to be filled in blank 

number 5.

1. signal

2. signals

3. have signalling

4. has signaled

5. None of these
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